30536
29787
---
749
x 2
---
1498

D019

French
5874
The is - an cure i and human voice can carry.

10:45 - 11:30

Margaret Wilhelm, US5 + 6'1" of Texas
- world's ed wrestler

Caviors on: Rem

Marianne: will be for bed.

Joely
41 - 6:29 pm
- Louis W! here!
4345
8 aluminum

42 - 6:52
Louis again!
7-
don't 8:50

10.00
38.90
\[\frac{49.00}{171.67}\]

96.75
71.31
\[\frac{204.07}{171.67}\]
\[
\frac{92.31 - 15}{96.75 - 171.07} = \frac{-5.54}{-15.32} = 0.36
\]
Shoot Moon
Pryde Brown McPhin

442-0306

green scaling

"W/o extensive help of
Dr. R., none these and have been
submitted @ a much earlier date."

Mark Lana

Saturday's Child
Gramophone
MHS

Acquaints:
Angela Murray
Brian Sheven
Bob Clark
Molly Miller
Ellie Armstrong
Jordan Foley

David Ben
Anna Glaum

UW pen #1188

[unreadable]

[unreadable]

7-9-1921
16 muts @ 17¢
8 bolts @ 13¢
8 cork w @ 10¢

H(a) had a hard time
up mo.

marooned

774 - 1921

condy
3-up lawn
strawb dgs
Giving alone water.
1000 above. (To be exact)

Quitting entry
Tmo various worlds

\[
\begin{align*}
30 \frac{7}{8} \times 2.90 &= \frac{890}{112} \approx 7.90 \\
-2.23 &= -2.23 \\
5.7 &= 3.70 \div 1.00 \\
6.90 &= 11.80
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
35 \times 2 &= 70 \\
\frac{1.35}{2} &= 0.675 \\
\frac{35}{70} &= 0.5
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{Divided:} \quad \frac{45}{27.6} = 1.65 \\
\frac{2.90}{1.5} &= 1.933 \\
\frac{30.7/E}{2.90} &= 10.53 \\
\frac{2.90}{87.0} &= 0.033 \\
\frac{-2.33}{5.7} &= -0.405 \\
2.90 \sqrt{570} &= 20
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Checked:} \quad 2.90 \times 0.675 &= 1.933 \\
\frac{116.00}{40} &= 2.90
\end{align*}
\]
Andrew 9 20
.85 71 140
40 PE
34.00

2001 85 25.0
.30

1.10
60
60

40,000
6,000

Summer basic questions

Jenn's base questions
Draw a length & area.

3rd teeth & 2 mol. shots

cut up

Potato & chips -

Susan: how generous to be
The V-1000
post - tomato wings -
Dolphins 96-515
videos
362-0777

B - like my ear
I'll eat that soon
it didn't hurt to hope
if I went to go to you, that'd be fine.
- Tun.
- That's mostly wise. TV
- No... Helen

It was at 17
Stanley V-1000
Date code 96215
362-0777
@ 45°

1st cupl of attraction, alarming them both

pending students
zip(ping)

It was as if
Of course, he thinks
he’s in his coffin.

As you know, I’m Jami’s
wife. Each Monday
— I’ve had a taste of
how it’s going to be. 

Well, with luck?

Bill Verdie/Kissell

Who already owned him
for work in intensive care.

Chen
Any form
1/2 Prayontaine Ave.
4th
beside of (Love)

meeting, near 8:17, 30
you
weather delivered (Chen
mood). . .

Who already caused him
to wake in . . .

applesauce
Sun.
- watering
- weed-whipping
- hedge
- paint heretail of Rockup
- re-pot tomatoes
- mow lawn

George Catesey
County 7 love

It grew you...

Maned apart (suggestion?)
Conus/m like this in M-1, with 1 of 9th like.
7. 200m C. was learned
from classroom.

Hatch, learning a lot
has made people bring
copies of it, to and
to my new, alas, man
7 more have been learned
unmoney/morning.
Mike Lempesis II
for Wishes

- weird smoke
- don't have first pipe
- m. authenticity sufficient?
- weird smoke cut our lighting outside
- weird smoke in shed of my room
- downtown TV calls
- Owner (wrong ending)
Scott R:
- drain lines, fruit & back
- hoses, when crew arrives
- weed blanket
- atrap/heat pipe
- m. retaining wall:
  - cost?
- weed control on retaining walls
- crushed rock in shed
  - on ramp
- shallow TV cable
- sewer (along brick)
pick lettuce
tomato prep

these invariant seminaries
patterns on land hav
   s'thing to do w/

fell
damn well felt like it.

Marion McPld:
tempo disturbs

unexpec'ed amenity
- of . map

lens lines thin chessy
areas
w/ Stacks, you're with five men; why cut a race of gigantic Sweeds he steered here?
—as a running back on our fragile overworked flot
—tried, I wondered why...
—no strings felt like Belgian miss

Faces You—
Keith Jarrett
—. Cologne Concerts '75
—. Belonging Tree
—. Standards Trio
—. Live@ Blue Note
—. Melody@ Nt of You
Latitudes of Chatham

100 984

50 100 50

90 50 45

55

59 50
\[
\frac{2.95}{0.76} = 3.876
\]

\[
\frac{60}{2.95} = 20.39
\]

\[
\frac{157.00}{37} = 4.22
\]

\[
\frac{18}{50} = 0.36
\]

\[
\frac{94}{50} = 1.88
\]

\[
\frac{90}{18} = 5
\]

\[
\frac{50}{49.50} = 1.01
\]
\[ \frac{.55}{110} = \frac{1.40}{110} = \frac{14.0}{1400} = \frac{4.7154}{12} = \frac{50}{39} \]

- abraded/lymph node
- mild asthma
- allergic
- 15 - 30 min. by mucosal
- spray: spacer, tube
- oral med -
- empty lungs & nose
- blow the nose - breath
- air - exp
- hold
- repeat
Very mild air 1.6
- Asthma
- More exposure
- Emphysema
- Did not give yet

- Alderol 60/40 w/ Xylocaine
- Mild asthma/
- Allergy
- 15-30 min. before work
- Spray: spacer, may add
- Empty lungs at rest
- Breathe out - breathe
- In slowly: hold 10
- Pe - repeat
Tittn seem to cease
- onndd Yicy

1/2 turn @ Stobe

Cowan w/ mulch
to hold da. gas
- we only used wood

Preen : ups seeds from
groant

Randup: do ps to a
next base

- Deags recriny ships
Post: Bake grapes in gradual heat

Huhn - back of woman clockwise to turn
- turn over in direction of moving

Sugi: Woodlot in hedge develop maple
not worth name

Fri: understood
Sat: nboodieeed

6-5 Sun: 16-16 front hedge
8 all other nboodies

flax
- paths well block
Sun: 2nd tomatoes
Sat: 1st press appear
  2nd straw
Born to scratch.

Access to dreams

He shaven.

Wed 7:56 - 5 day rain delay

17.95 No Liga

Jan
Eagle/Sky/Swanson

mulch
sprayer
Calasan
basil

compost a sheer manner
at 200 degrees

17.95 - Vio by Bargers

Jean
man makes himself heard.

Access to dream

curled reflects off bridge—constant

Jeff—Dave & Paul's phone #

CRV jack

Too bad Monday we been out around 7:00 in him.

Corner 7 heart
The water system
Sugar Hill
Counting clouds

I am eating our now food here. But when
a time when...
when...
And...

Light on hair 7 in arm
But all ends 2 pm
had all T. remember spirit of some man
Susan, leader T. girls,

Death be told.
threw in his hand

call Tom/Carlene

0 fit passengers

Still as a cactus,
This would be to do than he ed imagine, he always had to figure o' that.

He called 'Dad.'

I want to draw it, and of him if it's this.
18 "stone 8" apart
3 97
Hanson again
491854
Life spent bouquets
welcomed in 1924
natural
commercial
inaugurated
stupid as /"oog
a mister

man wanted 500 vagrants and read in a
book of marches, Mi we wel
do what he ed to

mount

We can't hav own people
driving away along er
check we cross land

displaced

shape up
A Choro inapplin'. 7 cars;
when surgeon's bravely
boothed wi' full 7 under

ground pepper,

the lilywhite troops

w/ 10th Av. air

When Strong.

cobody that deeply
up to self. indulge

in faith & standing
Cold唤ices,

had the rifle at arms, actually, or handed from one to

"Ride 'em down."

"stupid."

Tim Robbie froze aginst hugely.

courage: "Coldblood N. 1."

infantry indignant -
cut in mother standing
Nervously. I'm not waiting...
you half old man

Van Heusen 85 to collar
16 1/2 3x3
$1.25

Train
post office: hold mail
25 204
WSJ

Marshall's
weird melting
20 min

cabbage patch

Jean 64
John 66
C 68
D 62
one in: chamber

Set...

knit of water
pools of shine

Do you remember here?

Who had been taking
pains to sit all the
natural likes were now
overcome w/ modesty.
And for sh'd a laugh.

N reach
But it slowed.

It made for some wonderful sessions of forgiving under fitted
of more R's last.

Monty hung his head.

I'm only trying to run
in my own
cars, not steal a car.

flying 67 trailing its
wings 1 water
passage - no

Vous manifest

47-59

1

bring a little

thing a cattle

seed them and

Day 1/8 Eastern. You

and he did.

obscene & victorious.
Lawrence
Luna Shepherd

Upper Bavage
Wallace

Goddamn More.

"Indeed, he said bitterly. He did not mind this.

Well's detachment.

Why'd he have to do that?"
$ 287
500 art
50 c.

$70
1/2ea $70 ($100)
5c.
5c.
5c.
5c.